Featured Story

WIRED FOR WHAT’S NEXT

Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Solutions
Products & services to solve high voltage system challenges

IEWC has supported automotive manufacturers, sub-assemblers, and their subsequent supply chains with extensive wire and cable products for on- and off-road machines for more than 55 years. By leveraging our longtime partnerships with automotive wire and cable suppliers, as well as adding exclusive partnerships with the world’s leading providers of high voltage cables for electric vehicles, IEWC is able to provide the most comprehensive array of supply and logistics solutions for both manufacturers and subsidiaries in the rapidly developing EV and hybrid vehicle market.

Take advantage of IEWC’s extensive automotive market experience and vast product offering help you drive your electric and hybrid vehicle designs into production.

LEARN MORE

Sponsored Content

Xtreme protection. Xtreme savings. Xtremely easy.
LUTZE Cablefix® X Cable Entry System for Light to Medium Duty Applications
The LUTZE Cablefix® X entry system is designed to simplify cable installation and offer significant space and time savings compared to traditional cable gland installation. This innovative cable entry system achieves Type 4X, 12 and 13 with a protection class of IP65.

Cablefix® X is available with 12 or 23 entry points and requires only one enclosure cut-out. It can be easily installed onto enclosures of any wall thickness with four mounting bolts or a snap-in mounting option is available for enclosures with a wall thickness of 1.5mm.

**IEWC Updates**

**ASCENT SJO Cord Now In-stock**

Looking for a quality, cost-effective SJO cord? Look no further. IEWC now has a substantial inventory of SJO cable ready for immediate delivery at the right price.

Shop now >

**New IEWC Distribution Center Opens in Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico**

IEWC newest distribution facility opened in Hermosillo on August 1, 2019. This facility increases IEWC’s capacity to service its customers’ wire, cable and wire management product needs with increased local inventory and shipping capabilities.

Read more >

**IEWC Hosts Annual Supplier Summit & Golf Open**

What started as a friendly golf competition years ago has evolved into one of IEWC’s most treasured events of the year: the annual IEWC Supplier Summit and Golf Open. See who won recognition as some of our top supplier partners and golfers.

Read more >

**Weather Central: Logistics Updates from IEWC**

If you’re wondering how the latest hurricane or weather emergency (think forest fires or flooding) might affect delivery of your IEWC product shipments, keep an eye on IEWC Weather Central for the latest carrier updates.

Bookmark Weather Central now! >
IEWC People on the MOVE

Meet some of the new faces at IEWC, like Joe Grey, a new IEWC Territory Manager. Read more >